
Stock-Based Compensation (SBC) is a way for companies to pay employees in the form of
equity compensation in addition to their base salary. Companies can offer their
employees a few different forms of SBC: Shares, Restricted Share Units (RSUs), Options,
Phantom Shares, and Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOP). Options or Restricted
Stock Units are the forms of SBC that companies typically will offer to their employees.
Technology companies have been issuing SBC to their employees for a long time to
retain them and create an incentive for solid performance. Employees can participate
and get rewarded when share prices increase but may be inclined to leave a company if
the equity price falls for an extended period.  

Stock-Based Compensation can dilute ownership when employees exercise their options
or meet the requirements for their Restricted Stock Units. Employees will exercise their
stock options when they are “in the money” or have a strike price lower than the stock
price at the exercise time. Restricted Stock Units typically require an employee to work
for the company for a certain amount of time or reach performance metrics until the
units can be given to the employee. RSUs are better for employees when stock prices go
lower, as they will still hold some value versus options potentially being worth nothing if
the share price is lower than the strike price.  

Investors can find SBC as a line item in the cash flow statement, where companies adjust
net income by adding back their stock-based compensation given to employees.
Investors can also see the difference between Weighted Diluted Shares Outstanding and
Weighted Average Basic Shares Outstanding at the bottom of the income statement.
Diluted shares outstanding refer to the number of shares that would be outstanding if all
employees were to exercise their options (that are in the money) and other SBCs versus
basic outstanding shares being the current number outstanding at the time of release.  

Companies often repurchase shares to offset dilution from SBC, instead of buying back
shares because they truly believe their shares are undervalued. And many management
teams believe SBC shouldn’t be counted as an expense and report adjusted profitability
numbers that add it back to earnings. Warren Buffett, however, believes SBC is an
expense and should be booked accordingly. In his 1997 meeting, he discussed this: The
Trouble with Stock Options as Compensation - Warren Buffett | BRK 1997
 

Stock-Based Compensation (SBC)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6j69dKSXAy8


The following is an example pulled from Microsoft’s 10-Q report issued on 10/25/2022: 

https://microsoft.gcs-web.com/node/31051/html

